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英語：共通の未来
English: Shared Futures
Eaglestone, Robert & Marshall, Gail (eds.)

Essays and Studies (Boydell & Brewer)
2018 : 11 200 p. Hardback 9781843845164 ￡30.00
The study of English literature, language, culture and creative writing is an important and dynamic enterprise. English: Shared Futures
celebrates the discipline's intellectual strength, diversity and creativity, explores its futures in the nations of the UK and across the world, and
brings together the huge scholarly, cultural and social energy of the biggest subject in the Arts and Humanities in Higher and in Secondary
education: the most staff, the most students.

【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
中英語ロマンス作品の興隆
Romance Rewritten: The Evolution of Middle English Romance
Archibald, Elizabeth et al. (ed.)

Studies in Medieval Romance, v. 22 (Boydell & Brewer)
2018 : 10 290 p. Hardback 9781843845096 ￡60.00
The essays here reconsider the protean nature of Middle English romance. The contributors examine both the cultural unity of romance and
its many variations, reiterations and reimaginings, including its contexts and engagements with other discourses and forms, as they were
"rewritten" during the Middle Ages and beyond.

【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】
T.S. エリオットと有機体論
T. S. Eliot and Organicism
Diaper, Jeremy
(Clemson U.P.)
2018 : 11 256 p. Hardback 9781942954606 ￡85.00
T. S. Eliot and Organicism provides the first comprehensive account of Eliot’s preoccupation with agrarianism, organicism and the
environment. Jeremy Diaper elucidates and contextualizes several facets of Eliot’s organic thinking, ranging from composting and soil
fertility, to regionalism, nutrition and culinary skills. Through detailed examination of Eliot’s engagement with organic issues, this book offers
environmental readings of Eliot’s poetry and plays and demonstrates that agrarian concerns emerge as a notable theme in his literary output from his earliest notebook of poems known as Inventions of the March Hare to Murder in the Cathedral.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ブラム・ストーカーと後期ヴィクトリア朝の世界
Bram Stoker and the Late Victorian World
Gibson, Matthew & Muller, Sabine Lenore (ed.)
(Clemson U.P.)
2018 : 12 256 p. Hardback 9781942954644 ￡85.00
This collection places the fiction of Bram Stoker in relation to this life, career and status as a late Victorian. It centres on various aspects of his
interests and career, such as politics, the legal system, his role as Irving's stage manager, and analyses his work in relation to these.
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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
「逍遥」とワーズワースの図像学
The Excursion and Wordsworth's Iconography
Brandon C. Yen

Romantic Reconfigurations: Studies in Literature and Culture 1780-1850, 5 (Liverpool U.P.)
2018 : 09 304 p. Hardback 9781786941336 ￡95.00
This book considers William Wordsworth’s use of iconography in his long poem 'The Excursion'. Through the iconographical approach, the
author steers a middle course between The Excursion’s two very different interpretive traditions, one focusing upon the poem’s philosophical
abstraction, the other upon its touristic realism. Fresh readings are also offered of Wordsworth’s other major works, including 'The Prelude'.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
マロリーの魔法の本：アーサー王と子供 1862-1980 年
Malory's Magic Book: King Arthur and the Child, 1862-1980
McCausland, Elly

Arthurian Studies, 86 (Boydell & Brewer)
2019 : 02 200 p. Hardback 9781843845195 ￡60.00
Between 1862 and 1980, in Britain and America, numerous adaptations of the Morte Darthur were produced for a young audience,
participating in cultural dialogues relating to the medieval, literary heritage, masculine development, risk, adventure and mental health
through their reworking of the narrative. Covering texts by J.T. Knowles, Sidney Lanier, Howard Pyle, T.H. White, Roger Lancelyn Green, Alice
Hadfield, John Steinbeck and Susan Cooper, among others, this volume explores how books for children frequently become books about
children, and consequently books about the contiguity and separation of the adult and the child.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
アレクサンドロス大王の中世ロマンス
The Medieval Romance of Alexander: The Deeds and Conquests of Alexander the Great
Waquelin, Jean & Bryant, Nigel
(Boydell & Brewer)
2019 : 01 324 p.

Paperback 9781843845201 ￡19.99

The figure of Alexander the Great haunted the medieval imagination - as much as Arthur, as much as Charlemagne. His story was translated
more often in medieval Europe than any work except the Gospels. Yet only small sections of the Alexander Romance have been translated
into modern French, and Nigel Bryant's is the first translation into English.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
W.B. イェイツ「ヴィジョン」読本
Reader's Guide to Yeats's A Vision
Mann, Neil
(Clemson U.P.)
2018 : 12 256 p. Hardback 9781942954620 ￡85.00
W. B. Yeats is one of the most important writers in English of the twentieth century, and the system of A Vision is generally recognized as
fundamental to the power and achievement of his later poetry. Yet this strange mixture of esoteric geometry, lunar symbolism, and sweeping
generalization has proven frustrating to generations of readers, who have found it obscure in both matter and presentation. This book helps
readers to approach and understand the origins, structure, and implications of the system.
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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
モダニストのなかのサミュエル・ジョンソン
Samuel Johnson Among the Modernists
Lee, Anthony W. (ed.)
(Clemson U.P.)
2019 : 02 256 p. Hardback 9781942954668 ￡85.00
The essays collected in Samuel Johnson Among the Modernists frame this major writer in an unfamiliar milieu and company: high modernism
and its aftermath. By bringing Johnson to bear on the various authors and topics gathered here, the book foregrounds some aspects of
modernism and its practitioners that would otherwise remain hidden and elusive, even as it sheds new light on Johnson. Writers discussed
include T. S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, Ezra Pound, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Jorge Luis Borges, and Vladimir Nabokov.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
シェイクスピアのオヴィディウスと中世の亡霊
Shakespeare's Ovid and the Spectre of the Medieval
Lindsay Ann Reid

Studies in Renaissance Literature (Boydell & Brewer)
2018 : 11 280 p. Hardback 9781843845188 ￡60.00
The debt owed by Shakespeare to Ovid is a major and important topic in scholarship. This book offers a fresh approach to the subject, in
aiming to account for the Middle English literary lenses through which Shakespeare and his contemporaries often approached Greco-Roman
mythology. Drawing its principal examples from The Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Taming of the Shrew, Romeo and Juliet, Lucrece, and
Twelfth Night, it reinvestigates a selection of moments in Shakespeare's works that have been widely identified in previous criticism as
"Ovidian", scrutinising their literary alchemy with an eye to uncovering how ostensibly classical references may be haunted by the under-acknowledged, spectral presences
of medieval intertexts and traditions.

【日本文学・日本語】
財部鳥子 著『小説

天国と地獄：満州国での子供時代』

Heaven and Hell: A Novel of a Manchukuo Childhood
Takarabe, Toriko / Birnbaum, Phyllis (trans.)
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 09 176 p. Hardback 9780824875404 US$68.00 Paperback 9780824876555 US$24.00
Takarabe Toriko’s autobiographical novel Heaven and Hell is a beautiful, chilling account of her childhood in Manchukuo, the puppet state
established by the Japanese in northeast China in 1932. As seen through the eyes of a precocious young girl named Masuko, the frontier
town of Jiamusi and its inhabitants are by turns enchanting, bemusing, and horrifying. Takarabe skillfully captures Masuko’s voice with
language that savors Manchukuo’s lush forests and vast terrain, but violence and murder are ever present, as much a part of the scenery as
the grand Sungari River.

【日本文学・日本語】
近代日本随筆選集
The Land We Saw, the Times We Knew: An Anthology of Zuihitsu Writing from Early Modern Japan
Groemer, Gerald
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 11 376 p. Hardback 9780824874445 US$68.00
Japanese zuihitsu (essays) offer a treasure trove of information and insights rarely found in any other genre of Japanese writing. Especially
during their golden age, the Edo period (1600-1868), zuihitsu treated a great variety of subjects. In the pages of a typical zuihitsu the reader
encountered facts and opinions on everything from martial arts to music, food to fashions, dragons to drama - much of it written casually and
seemingly without concern for form or order. The seven zuihitsu translated and annotated in this volume date from the early seventeenth to
the late nineteenth centuries. Some of the essays are famous while others are less well known, but none have been published in their entirety in any Western language.
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【日本文学・日本語】
美的テロリストの三島由紀夫
Mishima, Aesthetic Terrorist: An Intellectual Portrait
Rankin, Andrew
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 09 240 p. Hardback 9780824873745 US$44.99
Each chapter of the book examines one of the central ideas that Mishima develops in his writings: life as art, beauty as evil, culture as myth,
eroticism as transgression, the artist as tragic hero, narcissism as the death drive. Along with fresh readings of major works of fiction such as
The Temple of the Golden Pavilion and “Patriotism,” the book introduces less familiar works in different genres. Special prominence is given
to Mishima’s essays, which contain some of his most brilliant writing.

【日本文学・日本語】
ヒロシマとナガサキを創り出す：文学・映画・国境を越えた政治
Producing Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Literature, Film, and Transnational Politics
Shibata, Yuko
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 08 216 p. Hardback 9780824867775 US$62.00
Juxtaposes literary and cinematic texts usually considered separately to highlight the ""connected divides"" in the production of knowledge on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, shedding new light on both texts and contexts in the process.

【日本文学・日本語】
北杜夫 『赤いオバケと白いオバケ』英訳版
The Red Ghost and the White Ghost: Selected Stories and Essays by Kita Morio
Morio, Kita / Masako, Inamoto (trans.)

Cornell East Asia, 188 (Cornell East Asia)
2018 : 09 184 p. Hardback 9781939161680 US$45.00
This volume introduces short stories and essays by Kita Morio (1927-2011), one of the most significant, prolific, and beloved post-war writers
in Japan. Also known by his literary persona, Dokutoru Manbō (Doctor Manbo), Kita was a remarkably versatile writer who produced both
serious and comical works in a wide variety of genres. The short stories and essays included in this collection have been carefully selected
from Kita’s large body of writings to exhibit the breadth of his work.

【日本文学・日本語】
林房雄の転向とウルトラナショナリズム
Stories from the Samurai Fringe: Hayashi Fusao's Proleratian Short Stories and the Turn to
Ultranationalism in Early Showa Japan
Long, Jeffrey E.

Cornell East Asia, 190 (Cornell East Asia)
2018 : 10

Hardback 9781939161703 US$65.00

A cultural history of writer and literary critic Hayashi Fusao’s (1903-1975) tenkō experience, Stories from the Samurai Fringe examines
Hayashi’s tenkō (ideological conversion) through a close reading of his proletarian short stories. Tracing Hayashi’s move from “romanticizing”
to “defining” to “remembering” the proletarian literature movement and its participants in his proletarian fiction, this study argues for a far more
personal and political rationale for Hayashi’s subsequent turn to ultranationalism.

【建築】
枝川 裕一郎『日本建築の特質と心 : 創造性の根源を探る』英訳版
Japanese Creativity: Contemplations on Japanese Architecture. English ed
Edagawa, Yuichiro / Kuma, Kengo (foreword)
(Jovis Verlag)
2018 : 05 192 p. 199 color illus. Hardback 9783868595086 ￡23.80
「部分から全体へ」の設計手法が、日本建築の特質をとらえるキーワードとなることを解明し、豊富な事例と共に「日本らしさ」
を説く。序文：隈研吾
With Japanese Creativity: Contemplations on Japanese Architecture Edagawa provides a personal and comprehensive understanding of
Japanese creativity and the architectural process. The book gives us an inspiring insight into Japanese culture and identity, which in its
essence is deeply traditional and modern at the same time. With a preface by Kengo Kuma.
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【建築】
近現代の京都：儀式と祝典のための建築

1868-1940 年

Modern Kyoto: Building for Ceremony and Commemoration, 1868-1940
Tseng, Alice Y.

Spatial Habitus: Making and Meaning in Asia's Architecture (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 10 304 p. 74 illus. Hardback 9780824873752 US$68.00
Can an imperial city survive, let alone thrive, without an emperor? Alice Y. Tseng answers this intriguing question in Modern Kyoto, a
comprehensive study of the architectural and urban projects carried out in the old capital following Emperor Meiji’s move to Tokyo in 1868.
Tseng contends that Kyoto - from the time of the relocation to the height of the Asia-Pacific War - remained critical to Japan’s emperorcentered national agenda as politicians, planners, historians, and architects mobilized the city’s historical connection to the imperial house to
develop new public architecture, infrastructure, and urban spaces.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
大衆のための経済学
Economics for the Many
McDonnell, John
(Verso)
2018 : 09 256 p.

Paperback 9781788732239 ￡12.99

Economics for the Many, edited and with an introduction by Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer John McDonnell, features contributions
from the participants in his New Economics conferences, including Barry Gardiner, Ann Pettifor, Prem Sikka, and Guy Standing. It covers
topics from housing, public ownership, and fairer international trading systems to industrial policy for the twenty-first century and how to tackle
tax avoidance and regional imbalances. Together, the essays in this volume lay out a vision for a new economics, one that works for the
many, not the few.

【投資】
大瀧雅之 ( 東京大学社会科学研究所教授 ) 著『投機的バブルと金融政策：日本の経験をもとにした理論』
Speculative Bubbles and Monetary Policy: A Theory Based on Japanese Experience
Otaki, Masayuki
(Lexington Books)
2018 : 08 168 p. Hardback 9781498549141 US$90.00
This book presents a Keynesian theory with a rigorous dynamic microeconomic foundation that entirely differs from new Keynesian theory
and applies it to the Japanese economic history from the 1980s to 2010s. It considers two primary incidents in the country’s economic history:
the bubble boom from the late 1980s to the early 1990s, and the country’s immersion in neoliberalism at the turn of the century.

【ビジネス・経営学】
ジョン・ヘネシー（Alphabet 会長）著『リーディング・マター』
Leading Matters: Lessons from My Journey
Hennessy, John
(Stanford U.P.)
2018 : 09 176 p. Hardback 9781503608016 US$24.00
In Leading Matters, current Chairman of Alphabet (Google's parent company), former President of Stanford University, and "Godfather of
Silicon Valley," John L. Hennessy shares the core elements of leadership that helped him become a successful tech entrepreneur, esteemed
academic, and venerated administrator.
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【マーケティング・宣伝・広報】
国枝智樹 ( 上智大学文学部助教）他編『日本の広報』
Public Relations in Japan: Evolution of Communication Management in a Culture of Lifetime
Employment
Kunieda, Tomoki et al. (ed.)

Routledge New Directions in Public Relations and Communication Research (Routledge)
2018 : 09 200 p. Hardback 9781138634763 ￡95.00
Despite its rapid economic development, Japan lacks a large public relations industry and its role is viewed very differently from its Western
counterparts. PR functions are handled predominantly in-house and a degree in a PR field is not a hiring requirement for those agencies
which do operate. Mainstream PR history focusses entirely on its organizational aspects, and there are no Japanese PR "gurus" defining the
field.

【社会学・人類学・社会理論】
いやな女と悪いやつら：2016 年のアメリカ大統領選挙におけるジェンダーと人種
Nasty Women and Bad Hombres: Gender and Race in the 2016 US Presidential Election
Kray, Christine A. et al. (ed.)

Gender and Race in American History, v. 8 (U. of Rochester Pr.)
2018 : 10 336 p. Hardback 9781580469364 ￡25.00
Gender and racial politics were at the center of the 2016 US presidential contest between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. This collection
of essays looks at the often vitriolic rhetoric that characterized the election: "nasty women" vs. "deplorables"; "bad hombres" and "Crooked
Hillary"; analyzing the struggle and its result through the lenses of gender, race, and their intersections, and with particular attention to the
roles of memory, performance, narrative, and social media.

【社会心理学・組織社会学】
伊藤瑞子 ( カリフォルニア大学准教授 ) 著『オンラインによる愛好者のネットワーク』
Affinity Online: How Connection and Shared Interest Fuel Learning
Ito, Mizuko et al.

Connected Youth and Digital Futures (New York U.P.)
2018 : 12 256 p. Hardback 9781479801923 US$89.00 Paperback 9781479852758 US$26.00
Affinity Online considers how young people have found new opportunities for expanded learning in the digital age. These cases reveal the
shared characteristics and unique cultures and practices of different online affinity networks, and how they support “connected learning”learning that brings together youth interests, social activity, and accomplishment in civic, academic, and career relevant arenas.

【社会変動】
親密な日本：親密さと対立の民族誌
Intimate Japan: Ethnographies of Closeness and Conflict
Alexy, Allison & Cook, Emma E. (eds.)
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 10 288 p. Hardback 9780824876685 US$68.00
This volume explores a broad range of intimate practices in Japan in the first decades of the 2000s to trace how social change is becoming
manifest through deeply personal choices. From young people making decisions about birth control to spouses struggling to connect
with each other, parents worrying about stigma faced by their adopted children, and queer people creating new terms to express their
identifications, Japanese intimacies are commanding a surprising amount of attention, both within and beyond Japan.
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【人種・民族・移民問題】
ニュージャージー郊外の東アジア系移民
Beyond the City and the Bridge: East Asian Immigration in a New Jersey Suburb
Matsumoto, Noriko
(Rutgers U.P.)
2018 : 08 175 p. Hardback 9780813588865 US$95.00 Paperback 9780813588889 US$25.95
Beyond the City and the Bridge presents a case study of Fort Lee, Bergen County, on the west side of the George Washington Bridge
connecting Manhattan and New Jersey. Since the 1970s, successive waves of immigrants from East Asia have transformed this formerly
white community into one of the most diverse suburbs in the greater New York region. Fort Lee today has one of the largest concentrations
of East Asians of any suburb on the East Coast, with Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans forming distinct communities while influencing the
structure and everyday life of the borough. Noriko Matsumoto explores the rise of this multiethnic suburb - the complex processes of assimilation and reproduction of
ethnicities, the changing social relationships, and the conditions under which such transformations have occurred.

【地理学・人口学・人間生態学】
人道主義と集団移動
Humanitarianism and Mass Migration: Confronting the World Crisis
Suarez-Orozco, Marcelo M. (ed.)
(U. of California Pr.)
2018 : 12 387 p. Hardback 9780520297128 US$85.00 Paperback 9780520297142 US$32.95
Humanitarianism and Mass Migration fills a scholarly gap by examining the uncharted contours of mass migration. Exceptionally curated,
it contains contributions from Jacqueline Bhabha, Richard Mollica, Irina Bokova, Pedro Noguera, Hirokazu Yoshikawa, James A. Banks,
Mary Waters, and many others. The volume’s interdisciplinary and comparative approach showcases new research that reveals how current
structures of health, mental health, and education are anachronistic and out of touch with the new cartographies of mass migrations.

【公共政策・治安・防災】
原発事故後の食品安全性
Food Safety after Fukushima: Scientific Citizenship and the Politics of Risk
Sternsdorff-Cisterna, Nicolas
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 10 216 p. Hardback 9780824872137 US$62.00
Food Safety after Fukushima examines the process by which notions about what is safe to eat were formulated after the nuclear meltdown.
Its central argument is that as citizens informed themselves about potential risks, they also became savvier in their assessment of the
government’s handling of the crisis. The author terms this “Scientific Citizenship,” and he shows that the acquisition of scientific knowledge on
the part of citizens resulted in a transformed relationship between individuals and the state.

【政治学全般】
J.S. ミルの政治思想における民主主義と貴族政治
Educating Liberty: Democratic Freedom and Aristocracy in J. S. Mill's Political Thought
Barker, Chris
(U. of Rochester Pr.)
2018 : 11 346 p. Hardback 9781580469227 ￡80.00
Alexis de Tocqueville famously identified the problem of democracy as the "tyranny of the majority," where the rule of the majority oppresses
or marginalizes minorities and individuals. John Stuart Mill, perhaps more than any other liberal thinker, attempted to find a solution to this
problem. In this study of Mill's political theory, Chris Barker shows how Mill's civic education transforms individuals into citizens who are free
to form opinions, analyze arguments, and wield a power capable of moderating the irresponsible power of the ruling majority.
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【各国の政情・政治史】
一帯一路
Belt and Road: The Sinews of Chinese Power
Macaes, Bruno
(Hurst)
2018 : 12 280 p. Hardback 9781787380028 ￡20.00
China’s Belt and Road strategy is acknowledged to be the most ambitious geopolitical initiative of the age. Covering almost seventy countries
by land and sea, it will affect every element of global society, from shipping to agriculture, digital economy to tourism, politics to culture. Most
importantly, it symbolises a new phase in China’s ambitions as a superpower: to remake the world economy and crown Beijing as the new
centre of capitalism and globalisation.

【各国の政情・政治史】
イスラム世界の冷戦
Cold War in the Islamic World: Saudi Arabia, Iran and the Struggle for Supremacy
Hiro, Dilip
(Hurst)
2018 : 09 432 p. Hardback 9781849049948 ￡25.00
This foundational schism has played out in a geopolitical competition for dominance in the region: Iran has expanded its influence in Syria,
Iraq and Lebanon, while Saudi Arabia’s hyperactive crown prince, Muhammad bin Salman, has intervened in Yemen, isolated Qatar and
destabilised Lebanon.

【各国の政情・政治史】
中国のインド洋闘争
The Costliest Pearl: China's Struggle for India's Ocean
Lintner, Bertil
(Hurst)
2018 : 12 288 p. Hardback 9781849049962 ￡25.00
Beijing’s re-entry into the Indian Ocean after 600 years is part of Xi Jinping’s ‘Belt and Road’ megaproject. He is investing trillions of dollars in
infrastructure projects around the Ocean rim, including a military base in Djibouti. This has touched off a new and dangerous confrontation.
Ranged against China is an informal alliance of India, the US, France, Australia, and, predictably, Japan-Beijing’s arch-rival in the Asia-Pacific.

【国際関係論】
EU と日本の安全保障協力
EU-Japan Security Cooperation: Trends and Prospects
Kirchner, Emil J. & Dorussen, Han (ed.)

Routledge Studies in European Security and Strategy (Routledge)
2018 : 10 272 p. Hardback 9781138315808 ￡115.00
This book assesses EU-Japan security relations, examining how they have developed in individual security sectors and how they could be
affected by international developments.

【国際法・国際組織】
北東アジアの国際法
Contextualising International Law in Northeast Asia
Qureshi, Asif H.
(Hart Pub.)
2018 : 09 216 p. Hardback 9781509915316 ￡50.00
This work sets out a contextual regional approach to international law focusing on the relations as between China, South Korea and Japan. In
particular the author deliberates on the historical development of international law in the region, the relationship of international law with the
Chinese, Korean and Japanese legal systems; historical disputes as between the three States; and the respective practices in the sphere of
monetary and trade relations.
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【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】
ケネス・バーク著『言葉の戦争』
The War of Words
Burke, Kenneth / Burke, Anthony et al. (ed.)
(U. of California Pr.)
2018 : 10 296 p. Hardback 9780520298101 US$85.00 Paperback 9780520298125 US$29.95
When Kenneth Burke conceived his celebrated “Motivorum” project in the 1940s and 1950s, he envisioned it in three parts. Whereas the third
part, A Symbolic of Motives, was never finished, A Grammar of Motives (1945) and A Rhetoric of Motives (1950) have become canonical
theoretical documents. A Rhetoric of Motives was originally intended to be a two-part book. Here, at last, is the second volume, the until-now
unpublished War of Words, where Burke brilliantly exposes the rhetorical devices that sponsor war in the name of peace.

【仏教】
創価学会の人間革命
Soka Gakkai's Human Revolution: The Rise of a Mimetic Nation in Modern Japan
McLaughlin, Levi

Contemporary Buddhism (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 12 272 p. Hardback 9780824875428 US$68.00
Levi McLaughlin’s comprehensive account of Soka Gakkai draws on nearly two decades of archival research and non-member fieldwork
to account for its institutional development beyond Buddhism and suggest how we should understand the activities and dispositions of its
adherents. McLaughlin explores the group’s Nichiren Buddhist origins and turns to insights from religion, political science, anthropology, and
cultural studies to characterize Soka Gakkai as mimetic of the nation-state.

【日本研究】
戦地の従軍慰安婦と性
Comfort Women and Sex in the Battle Zone
Hata, Ikuhiko

Hamilton Books (Univ. Pr. of America)
2018 : 07 404 p. Hardback 9780761870333 US$95.00
Comfort Women and Sex in the Battle Zone is an exhaustive examination of the controversial issue of comfort women, who provided sexual
services to Japanese soldiers before and during World War II. This book provides extensive documents and narratives by witnesses to shed
light on the reality of these women who worked in the battle zone.

【日本研究】
中野聡 ( 一橋大学副学長）
『東南アジアにおける日本の植民地時代 1942-1945 年』
Japan's Colonial Moment in Southeast Asia: Narratives and Historical Experiences of the Occupiers
Satoshi, Nakano

Routledge Contemporary Japan Series (Routledge)
2018 : 09 256 p. Hardback 9781138541283 ￡115.00
The first-ever attempt to paint a full-scale portrait of the Japanese Occupation of Southeast Asia during the Asia-Pacific War (1942-5). This
book draws on the huge body of available narrative - military documents, bureaucratic records and personal accounts of combatants and
civilians, including diaries, memoirs and collected correspondence - most of which have previously been either unknown or unavailable to
non-Japanese readers.

【日本研究】
土地、権力、聖なるもの：中世日本の荘園制度
Land, Power, and the Sacred: The Estate System in Medieval Japan
Goodwin, Janet R. & Piggott, Joan R. (ed.)
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 07 576 p. Hardback 9780824872939 US$74.00
Landed estates (shōen) produced much of the material wealth supporting all levels of late classical and medieval Japanese society. This
volume examines the system from three perspectives: the land itself; the power derived from and exerted over the land; and the religion
institutions and individuals that were involved in landholding practices.
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【日本研究】
大日本帝国の閾：沖縄から日本統治下の台湾への越境
Liminality of the Japanese Empire: Border Crossings from Okinawa to Colonial Taiwan
Matsuda, Hiroko

Perspectives on the Global Past (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 10 296 p. Hardback 9780824867560 US$68.00
Through archival research and first-hand oral histories, Hiroko Matsuda uncovers the stories of common people’s move from Okinawa to
colonial Taiwan and describes experiences of Okinawans who had made their careers in colonial Taiwan. The first English-language book to
use the oral historical materials of former colonial migrants and settlers - most of whom did not experience the Battle of Okinawa - Liminality
of the Japanese Empire presents not only the alternative war experiences of Okinawans but also the way in which these colonial memories
are narrated in the politics of war memory within the public space of contemporary Okinawa.

【日本研究】
沿海国 琉球 1050-1650 年
Maritime Ryukyu, 1050-1650
Smits, Gregory
(Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 11 320 p. Hardback 9780824873370 US$68.00
Conventional portrayals of early Ryukyu are based on official histories written between 1650 and 1750. Taking an interdisciplinary approach,
Gregory Smits makes extensive use of scholarship in archaeology and anthropology and leverages unconventional sources such as the
Omoro sōshi (a collection of ancient songs) to present a fundamental rethinking of early Ryukyu. Instead of treating Ryukyu as a natural,
self-contained cultural or political community, he examines it as part of a maritime network extending from coastal Korea to the islands of
Tsushima and Iki, along the western shore of Kyushu, and through the Ryukyu Arc to coastal China.

【日本研究】
北岡伸一（東京大学名誉教授）著『近現代日本の政治史』
The Political History of Modern Japan: Foreign Relations and Domestic Politics
Shinichi, Kitaoka
(Routledge)
2018 : 10 288 p. Hardback 9781138337657 ￡110.00 Paperback 9781138337671 ￡29.99
Spanning the 130-year period between the end of the Tokugawa Era and the end of the Cold War, this book introduces students to the
formation, collapse, and rebirth of the modern Japanese state. It demonstrates how, faced with foreign threats, Japan developed a new
governing structure to deal with these challenges and in turn gradually shaped its international environment.

【日本研究】
日本の刑務所と強制労働：北海道開拓 1881-1894 年
Prisons and Forced Labour in Japan: The Colonization of Hokkaido, 1881-1894
Jolliffe, Pia

Routledge Focus on Asia (Routledge)
2018 : 10 112 p. Hardback 9780815383208 ￡45.00
Based on the analysis of archival sources such as prison yearbooks and letters, as well as other eyewitness accounts, this book uses
a framework of global prison studies to trace the historical origins of prisons and forced labour in early modern Japan. It explores the
institutionalization of convict labour on Hokkaido against the backdrop of political uprisings during the Meiji period. In so doing, it argues that
although Japan tried to implement Western ideas of the prison as a total institution, the concrete reality of the prison differed from theoretical
concepts. In particular, the boundaries between prisons and their environment were not clearly marked during the colonization of Hokkaido.
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【日本研究】
和算の教育
Sangaku Reflections: A Japanese Mathematician Teaches
Unger, J. Marshall

Cornell East Asia, 189 (Cornell East Asia)
2018 : 05 112 p. Hardback 9781939161697 US$25.00
During the period of national isolation, a mathematical tradition called wasan flourished in Japan. Though virtually unknown to Europeans
before the Meiji Restoration, its practitioners, the wasanka, produced some results comparable to (and sometimes in advance of) those of
mathematicians of the European Enlightment. This volume, a companion to Unger’s earlier translation of solutions by Aida Yasuaki (1747-1817),
focuses on problems that Aida most likely used as a teacher.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】
西部から見たアメリカ史

全2巻

Shaped by the West, Vol. 1: A History of North America to 1877
2018 : 08 348 p.

Paperback 9780520290044 US$34.95

Shaped by the West, Vol. 2: A History of North America Since 1850
2018 : 08 348 p.

Paperback 9780520291416 US$34.95

Deverell, William & Hyde, Anne Farrar
(U. of California Pr.)
Shaped by the West is a two-volume primary source reader that rewrites the history of the United States through a western lens. America’s
expansion west was the driving force for issues of democracy, politics, race, freedom, and property. William Deverell and Anne F. Hyde
provide a nuanced look at the past, balancing topics in society and politics and representing all kinds of westerners—black and white, native
and immigrant, male and female, powerful and powerless—from more than twenty states across the West and the shifting frontier.
The sources included reflect the important role of the West in national narratives of American history, beginning with the pre-Columbian era
in Volume 1 and taking us to the twenty-first century in Volume 2. Together, these volumes cover first encounters, conquests and revolts,
indigenous land removal, slavery and labor, race, ethnicity and gender, trade and diplomacy, industrialization, migration and immigration, and
changing landscapes and environments.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】
ただいま！：二国間の家族の歴史
Tadaima! I Am Home: A Transnational Family History
Coffman, Tom

Intersections: Asian and Pacific American Transcultural Studies (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2018 : 10 184 p. Hardback 9780824876647 US$45.00 Paperback 9780824877279 US$17.99
Tadaima! I Am Home unearths the five-generation history of a family that migrated from Hiroshima to Honolulu but never settled. In the telling,
the common Japanese greeting “tadaima!” takes on a perplexing meaning. What is home? Where most immigrants either establish roots
in a new place or return to their place of origin, the Miwa family became transnational. With one foot in Japan, the other in America, they
attempted to build lives in both countries. In the process, they faced the challenges of internment, a civilian prisoner exchange, the atomic
bomb, and the loss of their holdings on both sides of the Pacific.

【天文学・宇宙科学】
忙しすぎる人のための宇宙講座
Astrophysics for People in a Hurry
deGrasse Tyson, Neil
(W.W. Norton)
2017 : 05 224 p. Hardback 9780393609394 US$18.95
What is the nature of space and time? How do we fit within the universe? How does the universe fit within us? There’s no better guide through
these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed astrophysicist and best-selling author Neil deGrasse Tyson. But today, few of us have time to
contemplate the cosmos. So Tyson brings the universe down to Earth succinctly and clearly, with sparkling wit, in tasty chapters consumable
anytime and anywhere in your busy day.
◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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